System architecture, experimental settings and evaluation results of the EIWA in the WAT2014 Japanese to English (jaen) and Chinese to Japanese (zh-ja) tasks are described. Our system is combining rule-based machine translation (RBMT) and statistical post-editing (SPE). Evaluation results for ja-en task show 19.86 BLEU score, 0.7067 RIBES score, and 22.50 human evaluation score. Evaluation results for zh-ja task show 33.57 BLEU score, 0.8114 RIBES score, and 15.00 human evaluation score.
Introduction
One of the architectures of combining rule-based technique and statistical technique in the machine translation field is combining a rule-based machine translation (RBMT) and a statistical postediting (SPE) (Dugast et al., 2007; Simard et al., 2007; Ehara, 2007) .
The RBMT part translates source documents to target documents using rule-based machine translation. The SPE part automatically post-edits the output of the RBMT part to be more accurate target documents.
2 System architecture and experimental setting for the ja-en task
Our basic system architecture for ja-en task is shown in Figure 1 that is the same in the previous works (Ehara, 2007; Ehara, 2010; Ehara, 2011; Ehara, 2013) . We use commercial based translation software for the RBMT part and the phrase based Moses (Koehn et al., 2003) for the SPE part.
The distortion limit in the tuning process and decoding process for the SPE part is set to 1, because both the source and target languages on the SPE part are the same. Translation model (TM) training for SPE part does not use whole training data for ja-en task (3,008,500 sentence pairs) but selected data adapted to the development data or the test data. For the SPE for the development data, 134,634 sentence pairs are used and for the SPE for the test data, 127,925 sentence pairs are used. The method of this filtering differ from the previous method (Ehara, 2010 a first step, we select training sentences which include a low frequency word in the development sentences (or the test sentences). The low frequency word means the count of such word in the training sentences are less than a threshold (we set 300). The word "ＳＡＲＳ", which occurs 13 times in the development set, occurs 189 times in the training set. So, it is a low frequency word in the development data. On the other hand, the word "化学", which occurs 29 times in the development set, occurs 40,964 times in the training set. So, it is not a low frequency word in the development data. At a second step, we add training sentences which include a word in the development sentences that is not in the set made by the first step. However, we do not add any sentences by the second step. For example, the word "標題" occurs 19 times in the development set and is not included in the set made by the first step but it occurs no times in the whole training set. We make a TM from this adapted training data. We refer to this TM as TM1. The training sentence pairs for the TM1 for the test data are selected by the similar method. We make another TM. Adding to the training sentences of TM1, we add additional training sentences from the RBMT outputs of the development data (or the test data). This means SPE part makes easier not to rewrite RBMT outputs. We refer to this TM as TM2. The training data for the TM2 of the development set includes 134,634 sentence pairs and the training data for the TM2 of the test set includes 129,737 sentence pairs.
Language model
For language model (LM) training for SPE part uses 2,000,000 sentences from train-1.txt and train-2.txt. We use SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) with 5-grams order and modified Kneser-Ney discounting.
Translation selection
We use a translation selection method with a quality estimation method described in Ehara (2013). Translation candidates are from three translations: RBMT output and two SPE outputs. One SPE method uses TM1 and the other SPE method uses TM2, which are described in 2.1. The bonus score (Ehara, 2013) for two SPE outputs are set to 0.1. As the result, 126, 850 and 836 outputs are selected from the outputs of RBMT, SPE with TM1 and SPE with TM2, respectively.
3 System architecture and experimental setting for the zh-ja task
For the zh-ja task, we use the same base system of ja-en task. But, we do not use TM adaptation by the data selection part in the Figure 1 and translation selection by the translation evaluation and selection part in the Figure 1 , as the ja-en task. We, however, add some new things to our base system: ・To use a user dictionary in the RBMT part. ・To adapt a language model. ・To make additional sentence segmentation by the full-width space position.
User dictionary
A user dictionary for the RBMT part is made from the zh-ja training data. We make the phrase table from the training data using phrase-based Moses and extract high scored phrase pairs. We filter these selected phrase pairs using part of speech. As a result, we get the user dictionary having 1,246,274 entries all of which are nouns.
Translation model
We use whole 672,315 zh-ja training sentence pairs to make the TM for the SPE part. After additional sentence segmentation described the section 3.4, we get 679,292 training segment pairs. We do not use training data filtering like in the jaen task.
Language model adaptation
For LM training, in addition to zh-ja training data, we add more sentences from the Japanese side of the ja-en training data. The method for adding is like TM adaptation for the ja-en task. For example, LM for the development set is adapted as follows. In the first step, we select training sentences of jaen task (only Japanese side) which include a low frequency word in the RBMT output of the Chinese side of the development data. The low frequency word means the count of such word in the training sentences are less than a threshold (we set 300). In a second step, we add training sentences of ja-en task (only Japanese side) which include a word in the RBMT outputs of the Chinese side of the development data and that is not in the set made by the first step. LM adaptation for the test set is similar.
As the result, we get 1,109,647 Japanese sentences to train LM for the development set and 1,092,850 Japanese sentences to train LM for the test set. By this adaptation, mean value of the perplexity for the Japanese side of the development set drops from 66.72 to 59.69.
Additional sentence segmentation
Several sentences in the zh-ja task include a fullwidth space character (" ") which is used to separate segments. For example, the following sentences in the development set include such fullwidth space.
「北方的水生食物连锁污染数据库 调查工具」 「北方の水食物連鎖汚染データベース 調査道具」
So, we make an additional segmentation to the training, development and test sets. When the number of the full-width spaces between Japanese side and Chinese side in training or development sentence pair is the same, the sentences are segmented at the full-width space position. For the test set, we make this segmentation at all fullwidth space position in Chinese sentences.
4 Issues for context-aware machine translation TM adaptation described in 2.1 and LM adaptation described in 3.3 can be considered contextaware machine translation. Our method can be extended to document level adaptation. However, we do not make experiments that use non adapted models or adapted models not with the test set level but the test document level. One shortcoming of our adaptation method is that it needs retraining of TM and/or LM adapted to the input document, which is time consuming.
Evaluation results
Automatic evaluation results for the whole test sentences (zh-ja: 2107, ja-en: 1812) and human evaluation results for the selected test sentences (400) by the organizer are shown in Table 1 with our system rank and the number of all evaluated systems up to September 14th. In Table 3 (a), EIWA's translation of the Chinese expression "石油泄漏" is "灯油漏洩" compared with the baseline translation "石油流出". This case has lexical mistranslation in EIWA.
In Table 3 (b), Chinese subordinate clause including "着眼" is incorrectly parsed by EIWA's RBMT part. This case has syntactic mistranslation in EIWA.
Correlation between automatic and human evaluation results
For human evaluated 400 sentences of zh-ja task, we conduct automatic evaluations with RIBES (Isozaki et al., 2010) and IMPACT (Echizen-ya and Araki, 2007).
Here we use "human average score (HUM)" which means the average value of scores of the three human annotators. DIFF_RIBES is the difference of RIBES scores of EIWA's output and baseline output. DIFF_IMPACT, also, means the difference of IMPACT scores of EIWA's output and baseline output. All these scores are in the interval [-1,1] . The scattering graph between HUM and DIFF_RIBES is shown in the Figure 2 Table 4 shows examples having big difference between HUM and DIFF_RIBES. At Table 4 (a), lexical error "暗号陽２３号" may affect HUM score to be negative, while DIFF_RIBES is positive because sentence structures of EIWA and reference is more similar than the sentence structures of baseline and reference. Table 4 (b), the main part of the sentence, "Ｅｍｍａ／ＱｏＳを提案した" in the reference, is correctly translated in EIWA. So, HUM may be 1. It is not clear that DIFF_RIBES is negative.
At Table 4 (c), baseline translation is perfectly equal to the reference translation. So, RIBES score of baseline is 1 then DIFF_RIBES is negative. However, two annotators evaluated EIWA's win and one annotator evaluated baseline's win. The reason may be that EIWA's translation is more literal than baseline translation. Another reason may be that the references were not shown to annotators when they made evaluation. Multiple references by additional translation or scrambling of reference (Isozaki et al., 2014 ) may make DIFF_RIBES be smaller.
Conclusion
System architecture, experimental setting and evaluation results of EIWA are described. We are in the middle position in human and automatic evaluation. One of the future issues is to improve parsing accuracy in the RBMT part. Syntactically collapsed RBMT outputs cannot be recovered by the SPE part. Other future issue is to combine rule-based technique and statistical technique more tightly beyond RBMT plus SPE method. 
